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A COINCIDENCE GEIGER COU1TER
FOR LABORATORY AND DELONSTRATION

?URPß
INTRODUCTION

The Geiger

yet devised.
are detected.

counter

When

used

Weak

is probably the most sensitive instrument
for light measurements, single photons

X-rays can be detected in a fraction of the

time required by photographic methods

The use of

Geig-MeuUer

counters in tracer exriments will undoubtedly contribute

much

to the understanding of biological as well as other processes in
the

rxt

few

years. Geiger counters are rapidly becoming

standard equipment in the laboratory.

It is

the purpose of this work to serve as an aid in

familiarizing students with the

inciples

and operation of

Geiger counters and to rovide an instrument that will be useful

in the laboratory.

The

original project

was

to include princi-

pally the ccristruction of the amplifier; hcwever

it

was

also

necessary to construct the counter tubes themselves in Tder to

test the amplifier circuits and to complete the unit so that it
could be used. The circuits involve no special features other
than flexibility and adaptability to class demonstrations. The
material herein is 'itten for the undergraduate student who wishes
to become acquainted with Geiger counters.
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FUNDMNTAL

PRINCI PLES

The fundamental purpose of a Geiger-Mueller counter is the

detection of ionization created within the tube.

The ionization

may result from the passage of a high speed particle through the
counter, from ganmia rays or some similar event.

ment is that in some way ions must be created.

The only requireThe

G.. counter

is

so sensitive that the production of a single electron can be

ree orded.
In the most common form the G.M. tube consists of a conducting

cylinder with a fine wire along its axis but many other shapes are
The cylinder and wire are commonly enclosed in a glass

also used.

envelope filled with gas at a pressure of a few centimeters of
mercury.

The purpose of the cylinder and wire is to form electrodes

for the production of an electric field.

In the case of axial

symmetry the field strength along the radius r between the wire and

cylinder is:
E =

V/r log(r2/r1)

where r1 is the radius of the wire
r2 is the radius of the cylinder

V

is the potential applied between them

Let us suppose that such a counter is connected as shown in
figure 1 and that ions are being created by some external means.

(1)
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to

amplifier

Fig. 1.

Fundamental Geiger Counter Circuit

If no potential is applied to the system, the ions will drift

at random and eventually recombine since there will be both

positive and negative ions present.

Some may strike the electrodes

but in general these will be too few to be of consequence.

If a

small potential is applied there will be an electric field given

by Eq. 1.

This will cause the electrons to be drawn toward the wire

and the positive ions toward the cylinder.

As the potential is

raised more of the ions will reach the electrodes and fewer will
recombine in the gas until finally nearly all the ions will be
collected.

If a sufficient number of ions is collected in a short

time the charging current through R can be neglected and the change
in potential on the wire will be:

dV =

(2)

dQ/C

Where C is the capacitance of the counter tube plus all stray
capacitances.

If C is of the order of

iO2

farads, the change of

potential will be about l.6X107 volts per electron.

Ihen the ions
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are produced by an alpha particle for instance, a large number will
be created in a short time so that dV will be large.

If, on the

other hand, a beta particle passes through the counter there will be

fewer ions and dV will be smaller.

It is thus seen that the size of

the pulse dV will depend directly on the amount of initial ionization.
Vahen

operated in this way the counter is simply an ionization chamber

since it measures only the number of primary ions produced within
its volume.

Since the pulses are smafl this is not generally a

desirable operating condition.
Further increase in the applied potential will not affect the

magnitudes of the voltage pulses delivered to the amplifier until a
certain critical potential has been reached.

This potential is

determined by the electric field near the wire.

As an electron moves

toward the wire it makes numerous collisions with gas molecules.
In each collision it loses some of its kinetic energy and must depend

on the electric field to supply new energy in order to continue toward
the wire,

The average distance the electron travels between

collisions is called its mean free path.

The energy the electrons

acquire from the field in each mean free path is simply the dif ference of potential between the ends of the mean free path.

When the

voltage gradient becomes large enough the electrons will acquire
sufficient energy to remove electrons from the gas molecules they
strike.

Under this condition the number of electrons collected by

the wire is no longer independent of potential since these

additional electrons will also be attracted to the wire and will
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contribute to the voltage change dv.
The voltage gradient is highest at the surface of the wire

and diminishes rapidly with distance r as shown by Eq. 1.

Hence

the formation of additional electrons will first take place in the

immediate vicinity of the wire.

The critical potential for the

formation of new electrons can be roughly defined as the potential
for which the potential drop across the last mean free path nect to
the wire is equal to the ionizing potential of the gas.

The value

of the critical potential thus defined can only be approximate due
to the statistical nature of the mean free path.

As the voltage is raised above this critical value, new
electrons are formed farther from the wire due to the increased
gradient.

These electrons may in turn create new ions of their own,
If an electron

the process being Irnown as cumulative ionization.

is formed near the cylinder it will drift toward the wire until the

point is reached where the gradient is sufficient to make ionization
possible.

At this point cumulative ionization will begin causing a

large number of electrons to arrive at the wire.
called a Townsend avalanche.

Such a group is

In most cases the avalanche first

starts only a few mean free paths from the wire and as an approxinia-

tion the potential in this region may be assumed to be a linear
function of distance.

Then the number of electrons

ttA7I

arriving at

the wire for one initial electron is:

A

Where

!laH

e

is the first Townsend coefficient and is equal to the

(3)

number of electrons formed by a single electron per centimeter
of path;

and x is the distance from the point at which the

avalanche started, to the wire.

Since all the avalanches start

nearly at the same distance the total number of electrons arriving
at the wire Will be:

N

Noeax

AN

(4)

Vhere N = the total number of electrons reaching the wire

A

-

the number of electrons originally created.

=

The amplification factor

The voltage pulse dV produced will likewise be increased by
the factor A and the process is Imown as gas amplification.

The distance x at which cumulative ionization begins increases
with the voltage so that the gas amplification factor "A" will also
increase with the voltage.

When the counter is operated at a

potential at which gas amplification occurs it is said to be a
"pr000rtional counter" because the size of the pulses produced is
oroportional to the number of ions initially created.

proportionality factor A may be as large as lO
io

or less.

The

but is usually

This type of operation has considerable advantage

over its use as an ordinary ionization chamber due to the increase
in the magnitudes of the pulses at the same time it still permits

identification of particles by the amount of ionization produced.

As the voltage is raised still higher it is found that A is
no longer as large for large amounts of initial ionization as for
smaller ones.

That is to say the difference in pulse size for
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different amounts of ionization becomes less and less as the
voltage is increased.

This is known as the region of limited

proportionality since particles can still be identified; but the
pulses are no longer proportional to the ionization.

This region is

not ordinarily used for counting.
If the voltage is made high enough all of the pulses will be of
the same magnitude.

This is the

ItGeigerht

region.

The conditions

in the Geiger region are those of a self maintained discharge.

If

the voltage were to be kept at a constant value in the Geiger region
the resulting discharge would be continuous.

That is, after the

first discharge the G.M. tube would continue to conduct.

This action

fails to take place only because the voltage applied to the tube
is not held at a constant value.

The processes in the tube can be

explained in a fairly simple manner although it must be kept in mind
that the simple picture is not rigorous and must be modified if the
process is to be investigated in detail.

The fundamental difference

between the Geiger region and the region of limited proportionality
is that in the Geiger region new electrons are prxiuced near the

cylinder as the result of the electron avalanches; so far in the

discussion the fate of the positive ions has not been considered.
In a self maintained discharge they become important.

After an avalanche has occurred the space surrrnding the wire
is left with an excess of positive ions since their mobilities are

low compared to those of electrons.

These positive ions move toward

the cylinder where they are neutralized.

It is possible however that

one of the positive ions may release an electron from the cylinder.

The process of ejection may take place due to bombardment or to

photoelectric emmission (caused by the photons released when the
positive ions are neutralized) or to some other mechanism.
process is not important in this discussion.

The exact

The important fact is

that the positive ions formed by one avalanche may release at least
one electron from the cylinder.

The probability of this event is

rather low and therefore requires that a large number of positive
ions be created in each avalanche.

Hence the probability of a

discharge becoming sell maintaining doss not become significant

until large values of A, of the order of 1010 or more, are reached.
This means that the voltage applied to the counter must necessarily
be larger than in the region of limited proportionality.

The electron produced by the positive ions will proceed toward
the wire and initiate another avalanche.

In this way the discharge

will continue as long as new electrons are supplied by the positive
ions.

As the voltage across the counter is reduced the factor A is

likewise reduced and hence the number of positive ions will be
decreased.

If the voltage becomes too low the number of positive

ions will be insufficient to maintain the supply of electrons and

the discharge will cease.

Suppose for the moment that the wire were to be charged to a

potential in the Geiger region and then isolated and further that
an ion pair is produced somewhere in the sensitive region.

A

discharge would be initiated and would maintain itself as long as
the potential remains above some minimum value

However the

current flowing to the wire would soon reduce the potential below

The function of the

Vm and the discharge would be extinguished.
resistance R in Figure 1 is now apparent:

it is to recharge the

wire to its original value after the discharge has stopped.
If the current falls below a definite minimum value

discharge is no longer possible (3,

P.

219).

maintained

The reason for this

is easily understood when it is remembered that a large supply of

positive ions is necessary to produce electrons for the discharge.
The value of this minimum current depends of course on the geometry
of the counter and the type of gas and pressure used.

The minimum

value of resistance R depends on the minimum current.

If R is too

law it will allow a current larger than
the potential to

extinguished.

V,

to flow without reducing

in which case the discharge will not be

This condition is Imown as breakdown and prevents the

tube from serving as a counter.

to occur the product of

Therefore in order for extinguishing

and R must be greater than the difference

between the operating potential V0 and the extinguishing potential
Vm that is:

ImR>(Vo_V)
The value (V0 - Vm) is called the "overvoltag&' on the tube.
it is seen that the breakdown potential is just greater than the max-

imum amount of overvoltage at which the counter will extinguish itself.

It is also apparent that the breakdown potential is not a

unique characteristic of the Gr'. tube itself but is dependent on
the resistance R.

The voltage change dV

roduced in the counter wire will in

general be equal to the amount of overvoltage and will be independent

lo
of the initial ionization.

This must be true since a single

electron can start the discharge and the voltage must be reduced
In this way large pulses

to Vm in order to stop the discharge.

that can be easily amplified are produced,

asid

single electrons are

easily detected.
Figure 2 shows the relative sizes of the pulses delivered to
the amplifier for difierent amounts of initial ionization in the

various operating regions (4, P. 13)
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Operating Characteristics of a

In the ionization chamber region

the

Counter

ratio of the pulse from

the alpha particle to that for a cosmic ray is about 300:1 and

the pulse size is independent of the applied voltage.

In the

proportional region the ratio is still about 300:1 but the pulse
size is a function of the voltage.

In the region of limited

proportionality the ratio of pulses is less than 300:1 and
decreases with increased voltage until the ratio becomes 1:1 at

the Geiger threshold. The pulse size
dependent on the amount of

in this region is

initial ionizati.

From

still

the Geiger

threshold up to the breakdciwn potential the pulse ratio is 1:].
and the pulse size

is

equal to the overvoltage.

In this region the value of

evt

every ionizing

lying between

aixi

V

A

is theoretically infinite. If

is detected there will be a range of voltages
the breakdrn potential for which the counting

rate is independent of the operating voltage V.

Tlds range

is

called the Uplateautt of the counter and should be long for reliable
operation. Since the

minimum

voltage

and the breakdown

V

are not sharply defined, the plateau will be s anewhat

potential

sh ter than

the difference between these voltages.
The

plateau can be

this would

be done

desired by increasing

made as long as

if it were

and

R

not for a serious limitation, namely

the recharging time required after each pulse.

This recharging

process involves the familiar exponential functi a for the charging
of a condenser through a resistance:
V

As R

=

V

o

(1

- 0-t/rc)

(6)

is increased the recovery

maximum number

time becomes larger and the

of counts that can be recorded in a given time is

reduced. Since most

iouing

events are distributed in a random

fashion in time, a considerable number of counts

will

be missed

if

the recovery time is large.
In a typical counter (4, P. 64)
amperes or

to be l0

1m

less. Il' the plateau is to
ohms

may be

of the order of 10_6

be 100 volts or so,

at least and probably should

be io.

If

C

R will

is

have
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farads the time constant will be io_2 seconds.

This is the time

required for the voltage to reach i/e of its final value, where
the base of natural logarithms.

e is

A time constant as long as this will

cause a great number of counts to be missed even if the counting rate
is only 10 per second, since the counts are distributed at random.

For this reason it is customary to replace the resistance by vacuum

tube circuits or to use special tubes containing organic vapors which

help in extinguishing the discharge.

In either case the recharging

resistance R can be made much smaller thereby reducing the time
constant.
Counters using organic vapors for extinguishing the discharge

are Imown as self quenching or ttfastH counters.

The self quenching

action is too complicated for discussion here (see 4, pp 89 and
7, pp 267-270),

therefore only electronic quenching circuits will be

considered.
Reference 4 gives an excellent treatment of counter theory.
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AUXILIARY CIRCUITS
Quenching Circuits

There are many circuits for electronic quenching of which
the Neher-Harper (6, P. 940-943) circuit shown in Figure 3 is

haps the simplest.

per-

Since this is the circuit used in the construc-

tion of the counter to be deacribed, its action will be discussed
in detail:
to

amplifier

H.V.

Fig. 3.

Neher-Harper Quenching Circuit

Under normal conditions the potential of the vare and hence
of the plate of the pentode is at the operating point V0.

The

negative bias on the control grid is normally sufficient to prevent any current flow between the cathode and plate and the tube
is said to be biased to "cutoff."

The cutoff bias necessary for a

pentode is sn'aller than for a triode due to the shielding effects
of the screen and suppressor grids.

For this reason a small negative

bias will produce cutoff even with the plate potential at several

thou sand volts.

14

When a count occurs in the G.M. tube the current through R1
is too small to reduce the wire potential to

Vm

However the voltage

drop through R2 is sufficient to raise the potential of the control
grid of the pentode above cutoff and a considerable amount of
current flows in this tube.

The plate current flowing through R1

is great enough to reduce the potential on the wire to

this occurs the discharge in the

G.'Ä.

V.

When

tube will stop and the bias

on the pentode will quickly return to cutoff.

The wire may then

recharge through R1 at a rapid rate due to the small time constant
The G.M. tube is then in condition to record

of the circuit.

another count.
In this way the extinguishing is accomplished for a wide

range of voltages without the necessity for a large recharging or

recovery time.

The effect produced is that of increasing the

minimum current I
C

without increasing the value of the capacitance

of the counter proportionally.

The voltage change on the cylinder

is only a few volts and if the tube is biased somewhat beyond

cutoff the time required for the tube to reach cutoff after the
discharge in the G.M. counter has ceased will be quite small.
Coincidence Counting Circuits

It is often desirable, particularly in cosmic ray work, to

record only particles traveling in a particular direction.

For

instance suppose it is desired to photograph the track of a
cosmic ray in a Wilson cloud chamber.

If photographs are taken

at arbitrary times it is very unlikely that a track would be
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obtained.

If on the other hand

photograìs were to be taken only

after a particle is imown to have passed through the chaniber it is
Or again

almost certain that some sort of track will be obtained.

it might be desired to measure the cosmic ray intensity in a certain

direction.

In either case it is necessary to record only particles

included in some given path.

Shielding against particles from other

directions is practically inroossible due to the extreme penetrating

power of the hard component of cosmic rays.

A more cvenient method is to arrange two or more G.M. counters
in a line and record only counts occuring simultaneously,
the counters.

in all of

The time required for a particle to traverse such

an arrangement is negligible even compared to the very short

recovery time of the counter so that the discharges in the counters
occur simultaneously.

A circuit arranged to record only simul-

taneous pulses from several G.M. counters is called a "coincidenc&'
circuit.

Coincidence circuits can be made in several ways.

The one

used in the apparatus is called the Rossi connection (7, P. 289-291)
and is shown in

gure 4.

The negative pulses from the G.M. counters are fed into the
grids of the tubes of which any number may be used.

The tubes

normally have zero bias on the control grids and hence a current
of several milliamperes will be flowing continuously through R1.

This will produce a large voltage drop and the plates will be only

slightly above ground potential.

Another approach is to say that
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the D.C. plate resistance of the tubes is small at zero bias and

most of the plate suppiy voltage will appear across R1.

D

Neg.
Pulses

Pulse

From
G.!.
tube s
I

Fig. 4.

Ythen a

Rossi connection for counting triple coincidences.

negative

to

in the G.M.

counter

reaches one of the grids, that tube will be biased to cutoff and
the D.C. plate resistance will become extremely high.

However

the other two tubes are still conducting and relatively little

voltage change will occur on the plates.

Similarly if two tubes

are simultaneously biased to cutoff there will still be only a
small change in the plate potential due to the low resistance of
the third tube.
G.M.

If a single particle passes through all three

counters the three tubes will simultaneously be biased to

cutoff and the plate potential will change by an amount nearly equal
to the plate supply voltage.

This will produce a large positive

pulse which may be further amplified by a subsequent circuit.
If this circuit is made insensitive to all but large positive
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pulses no count will be recorded unless a coincidence occurs in all
the counters.
It might also be desirable to record only particles passing

through two or more counters but not through the third.
of counting circuit is called an "anti-coincidence

This type

counter.

To produce anti-coincidence counting it is necessary that one tube
in the Rossi group be normally biased to cutoff and a positive

pulse applied to its grid instead of the usual negative one.
circuit that accomplishes this is

shawi-i

A

in Figure 5.

I,

Neg.
Pulses

+

+

Two tubes for coincidence counting
with a third for anti-coincidences.

Fig. 5.

The extra vacuum tube in the bottom circuit reverses the

sign of the voltage pulses so that the plate potential of the
group will not change unless a particle passes through the upper
two counters simultanously without going through the third.

If
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the third counter is also energized the lower tube of the group

will be biased to a strongly conducting condition and will thereLore prevent the change in plate potential.

Any desired number of

coincidence and anti-coincidence counters can be used in this way.

Pulse Lengthening and Equalizing Circuits

It is usually desired to record mechanically the number of

counts occuring in the G.M. tubes.

Commonly Cenco counters or

message registers are used for this purpose.

When this is done it

is necessary to provide pulses of considerable size and duration

for the operation of the mechanical apparatus.

The pulses received

from the G.M. tubes are much too short for this purpose and the size
of these pulses varies with the operating voltage on the counter tube.
Therefore some sort of pulse equalizing and lengthening circuit

will be required.

One such circuit is the multivibrator sho'im in

Figure 6.

C

Pos.

0

>

T

Fig. 6.

+

+

+

+

?Âultivibrator for pulse lengthening and equalizing.

In this circuit the first thbe has zero bias and is normally

conducting.
cutoff.

The second tube is a power tube and is biased below

When a negative pulse is received on the grid of the first

tube it is biased to cutoff and a large positive pulse will be

transmitted to the grid of the second tube.

This will cause it to

become highly conducting and a current of perhaps 50 milliamperes
will flow through the mechanical recording device.

The potential

of the screen grid of this tube will drop considerably due to

screen current and a large negative pulse will be impressed on the
t0tt
screen of the first stage through the condenser

The first

stage will thus remain "cutoff1' as long as the negative voltage

remains on the screen grid.

The charge on the condenser C will leak

o:f through the resistor R and after some definite time the first
stage will again become conducting.

As soon as this occurs a large

negative pulse will be applied to the grid of the second tube and
it Will be quickly biased to cutoff, stopping the current flow through
the external circuit.

The screen grid of the second tube will also

become positive and a positive voltage will appear on the screen

grid of the first stage holding it in conducting condition until
the charge on C again leaks off through R.

The circuit is then

ready to receive another negative pulse from the G.M. counter.
The length of time during which current flows through the out-

put is determined by the values of R and C and is independent of
the duration of the initial pulse provided the initial pulse is

not longer than the natural period of the circuit.

The magnitude

The time

of the current is also independent of the initial pulse.

required for the "make" and "break" of the current is extremely
small and nearly rectangular waves are produced in the output.

Counting-Rate Meters

it is sometimes more convenient to read the counting rate
directly- rather than the total count.

This can be done by sub-

stituting the device shown in Figure 7 for the mechiica1
counter.

Out

Fig. 7.

A counting rate meter.

By means of this arrangcment the average plate current from
the multivibrator can be read directly from the meter.

This can

be calibrated in terms of counts per second since all the pulses
are equal.

The averaging process takes place over a period of

time depending on the time constant of the RC circuit which may
be adjusted by changing either C or R.

The calibration can be

changed by changing R or by providing pulses of different lengths
from the multivibrator.

The maximum deflection possible occurs

21

when the plate current flows practically continuously.

The

current then is equal to that which would flow through R due
to the plate supply potential.

22

DESCRIPTION OF TH

APPARATUS

Amplifier

The diagram on Page 24 shows the actual circuit for the

amplifier.

The tube layout corresponds to a bottom view with the

rear of the chassis on the left.

The switches and plug jacks

are numbered according to their position on the front of the

chassis reading from left to right.

To avoid confusion the 6.3

volt heater and pilot light connections are not showm.
Ti,
G.}.I.

T2 and T3 serve as the quenching circuits for the three

counters.

The bias for the quencher tubes is controlled by

the potentiometer R.

This is mounted in the rear of the chassis

and can be adjusted by means of a screw driver.
constants shown it requires about

-.10

With the circuit

volts to bias the quenching

tubes to cutoff with 1500 volts on the plates.
The plates of Tl, T2 and T3 are coupled to the following tubes

through 15 uuf mica condensers.

This small value is possible

because of the large pulses produced by the G.M. counters and
quenchers.

The use of small capacitors for coupling is very desir-

able since it reduces the capacitance of the counter and also
reduces the time constant of the following grid circuits.

helpful in reducing what are known as "accidental"

counts.

This is

Accidental

counts are not actually simultaneous but occur when two G.M. tubes

record individual particles within the recovery time of the tubes
in the coincidence circuit.

Reducing the period during which each

tube in the coincidence circuit is biased to cutoff reduces the

23

probability of accidentais.

ccnstitute the coincidence circuit. This is

and T6

T4, T5,

the Rossj" connection described jreviousiy.
5W3, 3W4, arid

pro-vide a means

SW

for recording single counts,

double or

triple coincidences. In addition

Ti and

to provide anti-coincidence counting from

T4

desired.

when

The

tubes

5W2

interposes

same

as

screen grids

o

between

and T6 in the coincidence bank to-.

T4, T5

eously described
T4, T5, and T6

T7

counter #1

G.M.

gether with the output tube, T9, form a niultivibrator.

is the

switches

The cathode

except

The

that all three

of'

circuit
the

are connected together so that effec-

tively they

form a single tube except for the individual control

grids.

period of the multivibrator is changed by means of the

The

selector switch

(3w 6) which

changes the value of the capacitor

C

periods obtained vith the circuit constants

shown

in Figure 6.

shn

are 0.01, 0.001, 0.0003 and 0.0001 secoixls approximately. The

The

longest period is provided for the operation of mechanical devices
while

all

four periods can be used to give different ranges for the

counting rate

meter.

Vhen not used

in the anti-coincidence circuit,

part of a xnulti'v-ibrator 'with

TB

brator records pulses only from

as the output tube.
G.M.

This multivi-

tube #1 and may be used to

total background count while counting coincidences 'with
output circuit in the normal manner. The output of TB is

measure the

the main

T7 becctnes

available through the plug jack

Jl.

-

TI, T2, T3,
T4, T5,

T8,T9
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Bottom View of Chassis shoving sub panel wiring

i

Rear view of chassis s hawing t ube layout. The
the H.V.
CENCO counter is at right. The ttes
H.V.
transformer.
supply are hidden by the

f
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In order to facilitate trouble shooting or to aid in making
circuit changes, the pulse signals have been traced through the circuit with an oscilloscope.

The oscilloscope patterns obtained at

various points in the circuit are shown on page 28 for future referThese drawings represent the patterns appearing on the

ence.

oscilloscope screen at the following points:
1.

Grids of the quenching tubes Ti, T2 and T3.

The voltage

change here is small and more oscilloscope gain was used than for
the other eight.
2.

Plates of the quenching tubes Ti, T2, and T3 or grids of

the tubes T5, T6, T7, and also T4 when switch 2 is in position for

counting coincidences.

The magnitudes of these pulses are propor-

tional to the overvoltage on the G.M. counters.

When making

measurements on the plates of Ti, T2 and T3, a blocking condenser
should be used in the test probe to prevent damage to the oscilloscope because of the high voltage present at these points.
3.

Grid of T4 when switch #2 is in position for anti-coinci-

dence counting.
4.

Platee of the coincidence group T4, T5 and T6 when counting

a coincidence or due to a single count when only one G.M.

being used.

counter is

These patterns were taken with the coupling to the

following stage disconnected to prevent interference from the multi-

vibrator circuit.
5.

Plates of T4, T5 and T6 when recording a pulse from G.M.

counter #1 only and with switch #2 in the anti-coincidence position.
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The multivibrator is disconnected here also.

Notice that the

positive pulse from the anti-coincidence circuit is somewhat larger
than the negative pulse under coincidence conditions.

This is desir-

cirable to insure suppression of the count by the anti-coincidence
cuit when all three G.M.
6.

counters have been energized simultaxeously.

Plates of T4, T5, and T6.

The upper curve represents the

voltage change due to a single count when counting double coincidences.
The lower curve shows the change due to a single count when counting
The dotted peak at the front of the wave is

triple coincidences.
the

lbliptI

referred to later in the section on design problems.

Drawings 7,

,

9 and 10 show the pulses generated by the multi-

vibrator circuit for different positions of the selector switch,
Sw. 6.

These were taken from the plates of the coincidence group

T4, T5 and T6 although similar wave forms would be obtained at other

points in the multivibrator circuit.
7.

Selector switch in position 4.

8.

Selector switch in position 3.

9.

Selector switch in position 2. Note that the time scale

here is
10.

1o2

seconds for one complete sweep across the screen.

Selector switch in position 1; same time scale as above.

This is the pulse used for operating the mechanical counter.

The

pulse from the auxiliary multivibrator involving T7 and T8 is

practically the

sanie

as this,

therefore drawing 10 also serves for

this circuit.
The time scales for the above drawings were obtained by

synchronizing the oscilloscope sweep with a signal generator set at
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1000 c.p.s. for drawings i to
drawings 9 and 10.

inclusive and at loo c.p.s. for

The puises were obtained frora the natural cosmic

ray background and therefre appeared at random positions on the
oscilloscope screen.

More accurate measurements

cold

be made if a

suitable puise generator could be used to produce evenly spaced
pulses.

Power Supplies

The high voltage power supply is of the type described by
Evans
(2,

(1,

P.

371-375) .

A modification described by Gingrich

elitate

P. 207-209) was used to

for control grid bias.

the need for the battery used

The purpose of the high voltage supply is to

provide the potential for the operati

of the G.M.

tubes.

Since

the plateau of most G.M. tubes is not too long, it is desirable to
The current taken by

have a fairly constant source of potential.

the G.M. counters and quenching thbes is very small so that the

source need not furnish much

pier.

The stabilizing circuit pro-.

vides adequate control of the voltage and corapensates for changes in
line voltage up to about ten percent.

The circuit is shown on Page 31.

The transformer provides

1700 volts A.C. as well as two insulated filament supplies, one of
2.5 volts and the other 6.3 volts, for the rectifier and pentode
stabilizer.
A.C.

The rectifier Ti charges C1 to the peak value of the

voltage on the positive half cycles.

The stabilizing pentode

T3 has its bias supplied from two sources one of which is constant

and the other variable with the line voltage.

The constant portion
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across it
is obtained from Rl which has a constant potential drop

corresponding to the potential across the small neon tube T2.

Since

independent
the potential drop across such a gas discharge is nearly
of'

current over a wide range, T2 serves as a constant potential

source.
The variable portion of the grid bias is obtained from the

rheostat R2 and is directly proportional to the voltage across Cl

which is in turn proportional to the line voltage.

The variable

bias is of the correct polarity to compensate for the line voltage
change.

The compensation would be too great however and the high

voltage would increase with decreased line voltage.

This can be

compensated for by including the proper amount of fixed bias from
Rl.

The high voltage is controlled by the total grid bias and there-

fore is dependent on both Rl and R2.
The switch (Sw. 1) provides a test for determining when proper

stabilization has been reached (5, P.

24.).

This switch produces a

10% drop in the voltage on the prinary of the transformer to
simulate a change in the line voltage.

When the circuit is properly

adjusted no change in output voltage will result.
zation can be obtained up to about 1500 volts.

Complete stabili-

The maximum voltage

obtainable is limited to about 1900 V. by the loading effect of the
voltmeter current.

The maximum theoretical open circuit voltage is

o± course the k.C. peak of 2400 volts.

A small load is necessary,

however, for the proper operation of the stabilizing circuit.
The low voltage supplies are of conventional design, such as
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those employed in radio receivers.

Two separate supplies

are used in order to prevent coupling between the control grids

and other circuits.

Control grid biases are taken from one supply

exand screen and plate voltages are taken from the other with one

ception.

The screen voltage for the quenching tubes is taken from

the same supply as the control grid biases.

G.M.

Counter Tubes

The three counter tubes for the coincidence circuit were con-

structed in the following way.

The cylinders were brass tubes

2.43 cm. inside rjjameter and 13.5 cm. long.

The central wire was

25 mil tungsten and a piece of the same material was connected to

the cylinder

provide the external connection.

The glass envelope

was made from pyrex tubing 2.6 cm inside diameter and approxir'iately
15 cm. long.

Pyrex to tungsten seals were used to bring out the

central wire and cylinder connections.

The other end of the central

wire was not brought out through the oyrex envelope.
After the envelope was completed the interior of the counter was
cleaned with concentrated nitric acid.

water was circulated through

the tube so that the acid was gradually diluted and finally completely

removed.

The counter was then connected to the vacuum pump and

warmed to drive out the remaining water.
were filled with dry NO2 gas.

When dried, the counters

The NO2 was generated by the action of

concentrated nitric acid on couper and dried by passing over

calcium chloride.

After filling the counters the gas was pumped down

to a pressure of approximately 2 cm. of Hg, the exact pressure being
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adjusted to give a counting threshold of about 1200 volts.

The

finished counters were completely enclosed in brass protective cases

4.1

cm. in diameter and

21.5

cm.

long.

Packing was used between

the

pyrex envelope and the case to prevent breakage.
In addition to the three counters for cosmic ray work a special

counter was constructed for the detection of X-rays.

The cylinder

for this counter was a copper tube about 2,4 cm. inside diameter and
12.5 cm. long.

The distinguishing feature of this counter was the

thin glass windv at one end to provide low X-ray absorption.

This

was made by pulling glass away from the closed end of the tube vdth a
piece of pyrex rod until the end became quite thin.

The surface

tension of this film caused it to stretch into a flat window perpendicular to the axis of the counter.

The central

was

supported by the seal at the opposite end from the window

and had

a

small brass ball on the window end to prevent point discharges.
The protective case was similar to those used on the other

counters, with the exception of an opening opposite the counter window.

A lead slit was provided for this opening so that the counter

could be used with a Bragg spectrometer.

Auxiliary Equipment

For recording the pulses generated in the amplifier three sepa-

rate devices were provided.

The first of these is the "CENCO" counter

which consists of a magnetically operated ratchet device for
operating suitable dials from which the total count can be read.
The second is the counting rate meter which was described in the
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section on theory.
U,

The actual circuit used is shown in Figure 8.

4

Fig. 8.

Counting sate Meter

The switch provides a choice of two time constants by changing
the capacitance from 16 to 4 microfarads.

The resistor R1 serves as

the main load with the O-50 micro ammeter acting as a voltmeter.

The

maximum reading possible corresponds to continuous conduction in the
output tube.

This would apply the full plate supply potential of

380 volts across the condenser and the meter current would be about
65 microamperes which is somewhat off scale but not enough to damage

the meter.

The curves on Page 35 show the counting characteristic

of the

rate meter in conjunction with the G.M. tube used for X-rays.

These

curves were obtained by placing a strong radium source at different

distances from the G.M. tube and recording the rate meter deflections.
These deflections were then plotted against the reciprocal of the
square of the distance as shown.

If the G.M. tube missed no counts

and ali the subsequent circuits were linear the curves then obtained

would be straight lines following the inverse square law.

The
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deviations of these curves from straight lines are due to several
The first of these is the fact that a certain number of

factors.

counts are missed by the G.M. tube.

Second,

the multivibrator is

insensitive for a period corresponding to twice its pulse length,
thus missing additional counts.

And third, the rate meter itself

is probably not on exactly linear device due to the changes in the

plate potential of the output tube.

The relative magnitudes of

these effects could be checked by the use of a suitable pulse

generator.

A third device was constructed for continuously recording
coincidence counts.

This consists of a magnet which operates a

ratchet device for moving a pen across a clock driven drum.

The

drum and pen arrangement were taken from an old recording thermograph.

The pen moves up a short distance for each count and its

position therefore indicates the total count since the starting time.
In order to record continuously it is necessary to reset the pen

periodically to prevent its going off the drum.

This is accomplish-

ed by a s,mchronous clock motor and an A.O. operated solenoid.
clock motor has two cams for closing contacts.
contacts for about one second each minute.

The

One cam closes its

The other

cani

revolves

once an hour and closes its contacts for about 30 seconds at each

notch on the

cani.

By using ones two or four notches, periods of one

hour, one half hour or 15 minutes can be obtained.

The two sets of contacts are in series and supply current for
the operation of the small A.C. solenoid.

This solenoid releases

the ratchet mechanism on the pen movement and the pen is reset to
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zero by the action of gravity.
periods

In this way the pen can be reset at

nich are accurate to within a second.

The drum speed need

not be accurately determined since the ink line gives accurate refer-

ence points at the end of each period.
is shown on Page 44.

A photograph of this device
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DESIGN PROBL'S

ease of
The multivibrator circuit was chosen because of the
pulse length adjustment.

Originally the coupling from the coinci-

neon
dence tubes to the output tube control grid was through a small

bulb (3, P. 221).

This scheme was abandoned because the negative

bias on the output tube must be less than the extinguishing potential
of the neon bulb.

Since this is only about -60 volts, an appreciable

plate current would flow through the counting rate meter causing the
zero reading to be fairly high.

By using the present capacitor

coupling the grid bias can be increased to about -125 volts which
reduces the plate current at zero counting rate to an inappreciable
value.
Similar difficulty was experienced in trying to incorporate a
"scale of lO

circuit described by T.H. Johnson (3,

P.

219-220).

In this circuit a condenser is charged by successive pulses from the

output tube until the potential reaches the flashing point of a neon
tube connected in parallel with the condenser.

It was found that the

flashing rate with no pulses fed into the circuit could not be reduced

sufficiently to make the circuit reliable.

This zero flashing rate is

caused by the small residual current flowing through the output tube
at all times.

Although this could have been reduced by introducing

another tube with a sharper cutoff characteristic, the circuit was
abandoned in favor of the anti-coincidence counter and auxiliary
counting circuit already described.
The small condensers across the output jacks J1 and J2 were used
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to absorb the sharp voltage peaks produced by applying rectangular

current waves to the inductance of the CENCO counter.

The oscillo-

scope showed that without these condensers these short peak voltages

appeared on the grids of the tubes in the Rossi connection.
The condenser in parallel with the plate load resistor of the

Rossi tubes is for a similar purpose.

Here it was noticed that the

multivibrator was occasionally tripped by pulses from a single tube

when counting coincidences.

Although the voltage change due to a

single pulse in this case is small, observation with the oscilloscope

showed that the front of the small voltage wave had a sharp "blip"
(see Fig. 6,

P. 28).

This blip was considerably higher than the

average voltage change and would occasionally trip the rnultivibrator.
The small shunting condenser absorbs this voltage peak and prevents

faulty coincidence counting from this cause,
Since the multivibrator must be fairly insensitive to prevent
false counts, large pulses must be provided to insure positive action.
It is therefore necessary to operate the G.M.

counter with sufficient

overvoltage to meet these conditions and to avoid operation too near
its threshold.

This limitation is not at all serious, since the

actual overvoltage need only be a few volts.
Shielding on the leads running to the G.M. counters is somewhat
of a problem.

If the leads are not shielded at all,

there will be

coupling between counting circuits due to the capacitance between the
leads,

Since the voltage change on the positive lead is equa]. to

the overvoltage, it may amount to one hundred volts or even more.

This is sufficiently large to cause a single count in one circuit to
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be picked up in the other two causing a false coincidence to be
recorded.

This trouble was first encountered when using fairly large

condensers for coupling between the quenching circuit and the
The values of these coupling condensers have

coincidence tube grids.

since been reduced to improve the recovery time of the circuit as

described previously.

It is probable that this would have reduced

the coupling effects markedly but complete corrective measures had

already been introduced before this change was made.
To eliminate coupling between circuits the positive wire leading
to the G.M.

counter was shielded with copper braid and the braid

grounded to the chassis.

It was found that if both the positive and

negative leads were inclosed in the

sanie

shield, feed back occurred

which resulted in a prolonged period of oscillation and a corresponding increase in recovery time.

These oscillations had the appearance

of "gras&' in the oscilloscope and lasted as long as a second or more.
It was further found that if the shielding was not grounded
to the chassis it would acquire a charge and the circuit would start

to count at a rapid rate independent of the actual background.

was apparently due to some sort of unstable condition.

This

The oscilla-

tions could be stopped by touching the shield with the hand after

which counting would be normal for a short time until the shield
again acquired a charge.

With the shields grounded, however, no

trouble was experienced.

It would generally be advisable, although

not essential, to ground the chassis also.

Additional shielding may

be necessary when operating near high voltage equipment where high

gradients are present.

This was found to be the case when using the
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counter near an X-ray machine having mechanical rectification.
It must be realized of course that long leads contribute con-

siderably to the effective capacitance of the G.M. counter and
therefore increase the recovery time and other characteristics.

If

this is to be avoided short leads may be used; or the quenching tube

can be placed near the counter and a multi-conductor cable used

be-

tween the quenching tube and the tube socket in the chassis.
The use of NO2 to fill the Geiger tubes is based on performance

rather than theory.

In one of the first counters constructed sorne

NO2 was accidentally generated in the tube by the action of some

residual nitric acid on the copper cylinder.

It was found that this

counter performed much better than those filled with air alone.

Further tests showed that NO2 was apparently considerably better than
air.

No argon was available at the time to permit comparative tests,

and lack of time prevented a complete investigation of the counter

characteristics.

No mention of the use or properties of this gas

has been found in looking through the literature on the construction
of counters.

The four counters have at present been in operation at

various times for the past nine months without showing appreciable
change in their operating characteristics.

References 4 and 7 give

descriptions of the processes involved in counter construction with

many help'ul suggestions.
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OPERATION
The foflowing description cf operation is intended as an aid

in setting up and operating the apparatus.

There will of course be

some duplication of previous material but it is felt that it is

advisable to set down under a single heading all the inonaation

needed for using the equipment.
The A.C. cor]nection is located at the right rear of the chassis

and a fuse is provided adjacent to it for protection.

The main power

sìitch (Sw. 7) and pilot light are located at the extreme
the front of the chassis.

volt filament supply.
positions,

riht

in

All pilot lights are operated by the 6.3

Switches are numbered according to their

reading from left to right facing the front of the

amplifier (see Page 43).
The terminals for the

back of the chassis.

G..

tubes are located in pairs on the

The upper terminal is positive and should be

connected to the central wire of the G.M. tube.

The lead to the

central wire on the counter tube is the one having the braided shieldIng.

This shielding should be connected to the brass grounding

terminals provided for that purpose.

The unshielded wire is the lead

from the counter tube cylinder and should be connected to the lower
terminal of the pair.

Connections to these terminals should be made

before turning on the power switch since the high voltage appears
across them.

Due to the high resistances in the circuit the H.V.

is not dangerous at this point but is decidedly unpleasant.

There is

no such protection from the H.V. inside the chassis and extreme

caution should be used when checking amplifier voltages, etc., with

Frt

View of Aiplif1er Set Up For Reoordng Triple Coincidences

of the

Rear View Showing Connecticti
G.M. Tube to the Terminals of Circuit No. i

XRay

i

Front view of thassi showing H.V. tubes.
The rate meter is shom at the right.

View of
G.M.

the

tube

br c oincidene counting, X-ay
the count recording device described, in the text

tilting rack

arid

¿4.5

the power on.
The output jacks are located on the front of the chassis.

The

jack on the left (J1) is the output of the auxiliary circuit which

records counts from G.M. tube #1 only.

The jack on the right (J2)

is the main output which records counts from the coincidence circuit.

switch 6 just to the right of the main output jack is the selector
switch for controlling the pulse length of this circuit.
is in the extreme counter-clockwise

pulse.

Position #1

direction and gives the longest

Positions 2, 3 and 4, proceeding in the clockwise direction,

give successively shorter pulses.

Let us assume that three similar G.M

tubes are connected to the

terminals at the rear and that the CENCO counter is plugged into the

main output.

One of the three switches in the center of the chassis

should be turned on (up) and the other two

(Sw. 3, 5w. 4 or 5w. 5)

should be off (down).

The circuits are arranged so that each switch

corresponds to the pair of terminals directly behind it
of the chassis.

ori

the rear

The pilot lights above these switches indicate which

of the G.M. tubes is contributing to the action of the coincidence
circuit.

Suppose that switch 4 (center) is turned on.

The power may now

be turned on and high voltage applied to the G.M. tubes by turning the
two high voltage control knobs, at the left of the chassis,

clockwise direction.

in a

The voltage applied to the G.M. tubes can be

read from the meter in the center of the panel.

As the voltage is

brought up gradually a point will be reached where the CENCO counter
begins to record counts.

The voltage should be raised above this

4.6

point about 50 volts, more or less, depending on the G.M. tube,
This is done by adjusting the

and the voltage stabilizer adjusted.

controls for the desired voltage and then throwing switch #1 to the

When proper stabilization is obtained no voltage change will

left.

result.

This will be found to occur when operating at 14.00 volts,

when both control knobs are about in the mid-position.

Stabilization

may not be possible much above this point.
After one counter tube is working properly, the other two should
be tried one at a time.

Ythen

testing G.M. tube #1 (left side),

switch 2 shoi.1d be in the coincidence (up) position, otherwise no

Switch 3 must also

pulses wi1l be produced in the counting circuit.
be "on" of course.

After all three counters are functioning properly
To record triple

the desired operating condition may be selected.

coincidences, switches
position.

2, 3,

4,

and

5

should all be in the pup"

In this condition the main output circuit records the

coincidences while the auxiliary output circuit records single counts
from GJ.. tube #1.

In thi: way a constant check on the background

count is available while recording coincidences.

If switch 2 is in the udownt position, G.M. tube #1 becomes an
anti-coincidence counter and the main output records only counts
occurring simultaneously in G.M. tubes #2 and #3 but not in #1.
The auxiliary output in this case is inactive.

Any of the recording

devices may be plugged into either of the two output jacks or the
jacks may be left vacant as desired.

In using the counting rate meter

it should be kept in mind that the scale is not linear as already

stated (Page 34).
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By proper setting of the switches, two separate counters can be
operated simultaneously.

If switch 2 is in the coincidence (up)

position and switch 3 is left in the off (down) position,
#1 will affect the auxiliary output (Ji) only.

G.ir.

tube

Then either G.M. tube

#2 or #3 may be turned on and its output taken from the main circuit
This allows measurement of the cosmic ray background while

(J2).

making other measurements, such as X-.rays for instance, vdth another
G.M.

tube.

In this case it woild be best to use the auxiliary

cir-

cuit for the background measurement so that the shorter pulses avail-

able from the main output could be used in conjunction with the

counting rate meter to measure the more intense radiation.

When rioving the counting rate meter plug from the jack, a
sharp crack may be heard.

This is due to the discharge of the con-

denser in the counting rate meter itself and does no hann.

It will

also be noticed that the multivibrator circuits break into oscilla-

tion when the main power is shut off.

This will cause the CENCO

counter to count rapidly for about a second or will cause a large
deflection of the counting rate meter.

The oscillations are probably

caused by loss of grid bias before the plate supply voltage has disappeared.

The high voltage supply may show a slow drift due to the

temperature changes of the components in the stabilizing circuit.

These will usually reach a steady state after operation for an hour
or so.

The special thin window G.M. tube for X-ray work will he found
to have a rather short operating range and more attention should be

paid to the applied voltage when using it.
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EX

RIIvENTAL RESULTS

A few experiments were performed to show qualitatively some of
the applications of the aoparatus.

Perhaps the most noteworthy of

these is the work done using the X-ray counter in conjunction with
the Bragg spectrometer.

During the summer of 1946 some students in Modern Fnysics used
the counter in a project involving the Bragg spectrometer.

results of this vork are shown in the curve on Page 49.

The

These data

were obtained by taking four minute samples using the CENCO counter
For obtaining the data the thin window G.M. tube was

for recording.

mounted in place of the usual ionization chamber.

A lead cap having

a narrow slit was placed over the end of the counter to help collimate
the beam.

The data are for a crystal of rock-salt using the K line

from a tungsten target as the X-ray source.
Due to the use of four minute samples, a considerable amount of
time was required to obtain the complete curve.

The counting rate

meter was constructed later and applied in a qualitative manner to the
same experiment.
salt crystal.

The curve on Page 50 shows the results using a rock-

This curve shows the location of the peaks fairly well.

The use of the counting rate meter has considerable advantage over the
CENCO counter for this type of work.

In using the CENCO counter a

complete sample must be taken to determine each point.
true with the counting rate meter.

This is not

With the rate meter it is possible

to tell after a short time whether the reading is changing or not.

the reading is relatively steady the value may be recorded and the

If
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apparatus shifted into position for the next point.

repeated until significant changes are noted.

This may be

More time may then

be allov;ed for the reading to reach equilibrium before recording its
value.

In this way considerable time can be saved in getting points

whose values are not much different from the background.

Small changes

of perhaps 20% are quickly detectable on the rate meter while a change
of almost 100% is necessary to be detectable in the CENCO counter

This does not mean

without actually taking data over a time interval.
that the counting rate meter is more accurate.

Just the opposite is

the case for the rate meter averages data over a period of a minute or
so at most, while samples of any desired length can be taken with the

CENCO counter provided operating conditions can be held constant for a

sufficiently long period.

The advantage of the rate counter is that

it permits the use of judgment while the data are being taken so that

sample length can be adjusted to the conditions.

Some accuracy is lost

due to the limitations on sample length but this is not serious for

many applications.
Some sample readings were taken on the variations of vertical
cosmic ray activity using three counters in coincidence over periods of

about 24 hours.

Readings were also made showing the variations of the

intensity of cosmic rays with zenith angle, again using triple coincidences.

The data taken were for the purpose 0± checking the performance

of the apparatus and a great many more would be required before any

significance could be placed on them.

Alternate East-West readings

taken for one hour intervals over a period of ten hours showed a
10% assymetry, the 20° West readings being greater.

This assymmetry
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is in the proper direction but is somewhat larger than would be

expected at this latitude (45°).

Curves on the following pages show

the results of some of these measurements as well as the voltage

characteristics of one of the G.M. tubes.

Another simple and useful application would be to the Wilson
cloud chamber for observing or photographing cosmic ray phenomena.
It is felt that the instrument will prove useful both in class

demonstration work and in the laboratory.

Its reliability could, per-

haps, be considerably improved by the use of commercially constructed
G.M. tubes which are at present being manufactured on a mass production

basis.
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